The production of pions in relativistic heavy ion coffisions may be re garded as ciassical radiation process. The source of this "pion brems strahlung", a chunk of nuclear matter, is decelerated along a straight path, the deceleration being parametrized by the "stopping time" r. The collective character of the source causes measureable pion pro duction cross-sections even below the single nucleon threshold energy. The emitted pions appear as a strongly forward peaked beam with high kinetic energy.
Introduction
The variety of existing models describing relativistic coffisions of heavy ions may be grouped somewhere in between the two extreme views: one regarding nudel as ensembles of quasi-free nucleons [1] [2] [3] [4] , and the other speaking of a collision of two large chunks of nuclear matter [5, 61 . If truth would be on die side of die independent-nucleon model, then not vew much could be learnt from nuclear collisions of relativistic energies that is not already known from particle physics, and it would certainly be much more interesting if die nuclear matter point ofview corresponds to reality.
'nils question can only be decided, when experimental infor mation on the details of the collision becomes available, i.e., one is in need of probes of the nature of the excited state attained during, and not long after, the coffision of die two nuclei. Such probes could be fast emitted nucleons or nucleon clusters, pions, kaons (especially if a phase transition to a pion-or u-condensate or to quark matter should occur) or even stable density isomers.
In this work we deal with the emission of pions in high energy heavy ion collisions, since pions, as mediators of die nuclear force, are the natural "light" in which to look at nuclear processes, especiaily at high energy. Various authors have treated pion production within "independent nucleon" models. Also several attempts have been made to describe pion produc tion as a thermal effect of nuclear matter heated in die collision (mainly originating from the decay of thermaily excited isobars [34, 7-11 1)-None ofthese authors, however, has taken the view that a large, accelerated cluster of nucleons could act as a collective source of the pion Held. In analogy to the electro magnetic bremsstrahlung emitted in die coilision of electricaily charged particles, an accelerated piece of nuclear matter may emit pionic bremsstrahlung [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . We shall make die furdier assumption tat the nuclear matter may be described in classical terms during the rapid stage of the collision and that quantum fluctuations are of minor importance. This assumption is * Supported by the Bundesministerium für Wissenschaft und Technologie (BMFT) and by the Gesellschaft für Schwerionen forschung (GSI).
justified if the pions are emitted collectively from a considerable number of nucleons, and not from a single one.
Much may be argued against die crudity of such a model, but given our present ignorance of the physics going on, its success can only be measured against die agreement (or disagree ment) with experimental data. We shall see that this is aston ishingly good. However, care must be taken when apparently iincompatible mechanisms of pion production are considered. lt is known that excitations induced by extended outside forces may strongly resemble those of a thermal spectrum [17] . To a certain extent this is also true for excitations from sudden inter actions, which often produce spectra widi an exponential fall off (y.bremsstrahlung [18] , HI collision [19] , etc.). Also die effect of many single-nucleon collisions may not be distinguish able with ease from the effect of a collective action. lt is in this light that we see die classical bremsstrahlung model and not as being sharply separated from, or excluding, other models describing pion emission. Also, lt should be pointed out tat the radiated pions could be thermalized if they are caught inside die nucleus during a period of time long enough to obtain thermal equiibrium. However, the pion bremsstrahlung concept itself does not assume thermal equiibrium of nucleons in the nuclear matter. We shall see tat in our model the nucleons in both nudel, projectile and target, move widi different velocities, i.e., diey keep teir identity. Nevertheless, the whole nucleon system might achieve maximum entropy after die nuclei have stopped in die center of mass system, beyond our calculations.
Assumptions
We want to restrict the variety of pion producing reactions to those which a]iow die application ofa classical radiation model. To use a classical picture we have to assume diat: Q) the pion Held can be described as a classical Held;
(ii) die source of radiation is a classical time-dependent function.
In die case of large pion multiplicities, i.e., in collisions of heavy ions with sufficiently high bombarding energies, the first assumption should be satisfied. Point (ii) means that quantum mechanical fluctuations of the source are negligible. In particu lar, there must exist a classical trajectory of the colliding particles. For vew heavy ions we expect tis to be fulfilled, too.
The basic assumption of die bremsstrahlung formalism is that:
(iii) the recoupling of the radiation to die source can be neglected.
linfortunately die pion mass is 140 MeV and so this assump tion will not be satisfied as weil as for photons. The results show tat widi growing kinetic energy of die source the per centage of radiated energy will increase as weil. So (lii) limits, a posteriort, die applicability of our model by an upper energy bound while a lower energy bound is needed to satisfy (i).
l'hysica Seripta 22 (3.1)~=f ph(x)etPxd4x, P = (Po,p), = p0../(.1 -in2/p~)n Since the pion field is not expected to be too strong, it is Inserting eqs. (3.5), (3.6) and (3.8) into (3.9) and integrating plausible to suppose further that over tixne, we obtain the energy flow into solid angle fl: 0v) Ute pion-pion interaction can be neglected. 
We use the units willi h= c = 1, it is x = (t, r), k = 1,2,3 Ute (3.12) isospin index, rk the isospin Paull matrices and Ø,~(x) the pion field. The Dirne spinor-isospinor 4'(x) has eight components (our "~energy spectrum of the average pion multiplicity 11 is then notation is simular to that of l3jorken-Drell). By variation one d2n y'(pg-m2) (3.13) obtains the equations ofmotion: (3.2a) 3.3. Source ofradiation «p'~'4') = (3.2b) 3.3.1. Decomposition. What is the classical significance of Ph? (0 + = -g0'I'iy5r~'I'~(3.2c) How shall we express it in elassical terms? To that purpose we
The assumption (iii) of negligible back reaction of Ute pion-field decompose Ph(x), using eqs. (3.2a) and (3.2b ). This procedure allows to decouple (3.2c) from (3.2a) and (3.2b). Then~h can is similar to Gordon's decomposition of the eleetromagnetic current [20] . The result is (See also [21] Øft(X) = j' G'(r -r',po) e_h1~o0t') Pk(r', t') dt' d3r' where V'(x) is Ute spin density, and Th(x) an isospin factor.
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Further it is possible [221 to defme a pseudovector a~with
If we assume the souree to be localized at spatial origin and a The scalar p(x) can be identified with Ute particle density in detector measuring the energy flow to be positioned far away the local rest system, and 0M(x) is the partiele spin. Inserting all from lt at Ute point r, then into (3.14) and (3.12), the source is Table 1 shows the number of ways in which Ute state T can be arrived at after m colllsions (it is Tm~<Ap/2). Each of these numbers defines a weight factor G(T, m) for the isospln state T after m collisions. The probabiity for the state T is then:
from which the isospin mean value follows, namely
In Table II 0) The nuclear denslty is spherically syrnmetric in the rest system.
(Ii) The additional degrees of freedom, i.e., spin and isospin, depend only on time.
(iii) fle nucleon is moving along the trajectory R(t) in an inertial system.
oodt [7(p0-pv) where = j' P(IrI)~d3r,~= Xt) = p~+~Pv
ßT~) is a kinematicafly generallzed form factor of the nucleon. Since lt is connected with the spin of the nucleon, lt seems plausible [231 to set lt equal to the experimentally weil known magnetic form factor:
where 0 is Ute angle between the nucleon velocity v and the pion momentum p, and a2 0.71 (GeV/e)2. This constant [24] is connected with Ute radius rp of Ute corresponding particle by
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We have replaced p by~' defined in eq. (3.21), to lnclude Ute effects of relativistic kinematics. With growing velocity Ute angular asymmetry will increase. This large angular dependence reflects Ute fact that the pions are produced before Ute pro jectile has been stopped.
Extension to complex nudeL
If we take a Jarge nucleus as projectile, not only its radius will change. Also Ute spin and isospin values will fluctuate during the collision. Various pro cesses will take place; nucleon-nucleon scatterlngs, excitation of A-resonances, creation of clusters, etc.
We shail neglect the latter processes and approximate the spln-isospin behaviour by a time independent statistical weight factor w = 3'?. land ?are Ute effective spin and isospin values, respectively. We expect them to depend on Ute number Ap Here F is a unit vector in Ute isospin space, the subscript 1' has been added to point out the generalization to a complex nucleus wiUt Ute mass number A p.
We suppose the projectile to be in Ute ground state before the coliision, Le.,~'0 = 0 or T0 = 1/2 at least for light nuclei. The target and projectile nucleons will interact, individual collislons will take place. Each individual nucleon-nucleon Table II is ‚/Z (see Fig. 1 ). We heavy nuclei with 7'0> Physica . Ycripta 22 D. Va&zk,B. Müller and W. Creme 1/2, i.e., we replace 7 by 7 7'~. By neglecting die Pauli principle spin becomes independent of isospin and might be treated in a similar way. We shall obtain the same result (the spin difference is carried away by the pion angular momentum, since we have P-wave emission). We note, however, that not the spin but die total angular momentum is a good quantum number. A better approach to this problem would be provided by hydrodynanfleal caiculations of nuelear collisions ineluding spin and isospin densities.
fle result w -A~can easily be understood: fle projectile's 'strong magnetic moment" is just Apg9/2M (M is the nucleon mass).
The isospin direetion 1'~is constant in time and disappears in (13) through 1k4 = 1. The spin vector o4' in the laboratory system is obtained from the rest system spin~#EsT = (0, s) through a Lorentz-transformation 1251:
(sal)(sa2) = (aLa2)/3 rp~1.2xAj,'3fm 4 0.32 x A~'3 ‚ei in first approximation (for more realistic treatment die Fourier transform of an appropriate density distribution, e.g., Fermi function type, should be used). In this seetion we have set forth the details of die assumptions 0) and (ii) from Section 3.3.2.
Next, we shall choose die shape and time dependence of R(t).
Heavy ion collisions
First we consider a high energy central collision of two heavy ions of comparable size. The experiments suggest linear tra jectories of die projectile. We neglect ehanges in die relative angular momentum of projectüe and target, i.e., R,(t) = R,(t)e~,Ikj(t) = v,(t)e~,k,(t) = aj(t)e2 (4.1)
The collision may be regarded as completely inelastic. All nucleons of either nucleus take part in die process. The pro jectile, having a mass M~= mNAP (mN is die mass of a bound nucleon) hits die target ofmassMT = mNAT and is decelerated. At die same time die target is accelerated until both nuclei are at rest in die center of mass system. Thus both nuclei contribute to die pionic radiation, and die source is:
At this point we do not investigate die further development of this large piece of nuelear matter. lt will, of course, expand again and continue to radiate pions. Indeed, three dimensional hydrodynamical calculations [9] as weil as early schematic shock front models [5] prediet an outflow of matter, during a head-on collision of two equal nuclei, preferentially at an angle of 900 in die center of mass system. Recent experiments [26] seem to confirm diese calculations.
Enei~gy dissipation
In this picture die kinetic energy of die projectile is distributed among all nueleons of bodi nuclei. The linear momentum remains conserved. We demand (a) A7'~(0) = A1 be independent of die size of bodi nuclei.
This is different from the extreme head shock model (fireball) where a small projectile shoots a hole through die target at b = 0, and does not lead to die "explosion" observed in experi (3.31) ments. lt corresponds to the recent advances in nuelear hydro dynamics [27, 28] . (b) A7~'(b) be symmetrie in 1 = P, T (independent of die reference frame which defmes the "projectile" and "target").
(c) A7'ftb) be continuous between b 0 and bmn = rp + rp. fle bremsstrahlung model is, however, very sensitive to this value -we have studied in detail its iniluence on fl.
Results

Caiculations
We have to insert eq. (4.2) with fl(i = P, T) given by eqs. The integrand in F~,, is proportional to die acceleration aj = (d/dt) v1.
Dependence on parameters
We have investigated the dependence of die pion production on: ur main resuits arc summarized in the follosving statements: (1) The assumptions we have made in Section 2 set a lower bound for the bombarding energy. The assumptions about die geometry ofthe system that go into the shock wave model [10] are highly questionable below 200 MeV N~. upper bound depends on t. In Fig. 5(c) the caiculations widi die value r 1.74 fm c' show that already below 4 GeV W' die pions carry off a large part of the available energy -die assump tion (2(111)) is no more satisfied. In Fig. 5 (b) the kinetic energy ofthe pions is shown.
(2) With growing projectile die production of pions per nucleon is growing up to a saturation value (see Fig. 6 ). For A~20 the iniluence of the growing radius rp cancels die grow ing weight factor A2~through ap (see eqs. (3.22) and (3.27) ). dependence on the impact parameter b is shown in Fig. 8 . lt is determined by A7~, the number of participants (see also Fig.  3 ). The peak in the distribution is higher in central coffisions (see Figs. 9a and lOa) . (5) A small r means a large acceleration and a large pion production (see Figs. 5a, 9 and 10). The applicability of our model depends on thig parameter. With small r the upper energy bound is bw.
The energy distribution (Fig. 9 ) and the angular distribution (Fig. 11 ) change in magnitude with r. Nevertheless, their shape does not. In particular the sharp foreward peak is a character istic feature of the bremsstrahiung model. ThUS Ute uncertainity in r does not aUow to make predic tions about precise magnitude of the spectra, but only about their shape and dependence on kinematic parameters. bremsstrahlung pions. The considerations made above indicate that it will be difficult for large nuclei, where reabsorption effects and thermalization, threedimensional motion of die nuclear matter and even other collective effects contribute. On the other hand, Ute radiation source hag to be large enough to allow for a ciassical treatment of Ute pion emission process.
In Fig. 12 we compare our calculations with Ute negative pion spectra from a central Ne -. NaF collision at 800 MeV W' cos 0 k [i'leV/cj 
Bremsstrohlung
To be able to compare our caiculations wiffi experiment we must realize Utat we have summed over all pion charges, where as in measurements only one kind of (charged) pion is con sidered. If we assume charge symrnetry, our results have to be divided by the factor three.
Furthennore, we did not take into account reabsorption effects in Ute nucleus, although they could drastically lufluence Ute pionic spectra. As already mentioned above Ute pions could even thermalize inside die nuclear matter and, at least partly, lose the characteristic signature of dich origin am! appear with different angle and energy distributions.
The third point, to be emphasized once more, is the simpli fication of Ute trajectory of Ute pion source. The calculated angular distributions show that Ute pions arc emitted preferenti ably in Ute direction of the motion of the source. Ifwe assume the nuclei to move only in one direction, as we have done, Ute pions arc forward peaked. If the nuclear matter behaves dif ferently, the pion radiation will still follow its motion and the pion angular distribution will reflect the dynamics of die collision. Also Ute form factor used in our calculations is taken over from nucleon data and corresponds to a nuclear density with exponential r-dependence. As already mentioned, a real istic shape of the nuclear density should be used.
The question arises now, if lt is possible at all to see pure We did not include Hie factor 1/3 from charge syntmetry considerations, i.e., Hie caiculation garns over all pion charges. Neiffier Hie angle nor Hie energy clistributions can be repro duced by Hie caiculations. The former because of the large angles (30_1300) under consideration, Hie latter could perhaps be fitted with a reallstic form factor. Figure 13 shows another ‚(-data, measured by Fang et al. [31] in Hie collisions of 40Ar on P1, and '2C on P1, at respec tively 1.8 GeV N1 and 2.1 GeV N' bombarding energy. To abstract from Hie quite uncertain order of magnitude of our caiculations we have normalized the resuits to compare Hie shapes of Hie spectra. We have taken b = 0 and r = 1.74 fm cã gain. Whereas, in the view of our model, Hie failure of agree ment in the angular distributions indicates three-dimensional flow patterns in the nuelear matter, Hie shape of Hie pion momentum distributions is more realistic, in particular, if we realize that a broader nuclear shape would shift the maximum to smaller momentum. Much lighter projectiles (ci and a) have been used by Papp et al. [32] at bombarding energies of 1.05 GeV N~and 2.10 GeV ?4-1. fle lab angle is 2.5°. In this case the gross features of the bremsstrahlung are visible (See Fig. 14) . The absolute magni tude (all pions in Hie final state) was obtained with r 1.74 fmc~andb=0. fle agreement between Hie stopping Urne r = 1.74 fm c1 fitting Hie experiments and the calculated value should not be overemphasized. 'Ehe inclusion of the pion charge selecting factor 1/3 had to be compensated by a lower value of r. A different form factor could change the dependence of Hie result on r as weil.
In Gar model we have assumed to have a coilective source of pion bremsstrahlung. Since Hie radiation process is cumulative, there will be measurable pion production cross-sections evers below the single nucleon threshold. In Fig. 15 we compare the excitation functions calculated within different models, with the prediction of our model and with Fung's data. The curve due to Bertsch [33] is calculated within the model of indepen dent nucleon-nucleon collisions, whereas Chapline, Johnson Teller and Weiss applied Ute hydrodynamical approach [34] to 160 + 238U coffision. There is no pion production below Ute single nucleon threshold as within the model of Stöcker, Greiner and Scheid [10] . In none of the theoretical resuits arc the reabsorption effects included nor ne they restricted to one isospin mode. Because Ute theoretical caiculations contain t, ir~and n°p roduction, we have multiplied Ute experimental points of Fung by a factor of three.
In Fig. 16 Ute difference between Ute bremsstrahlung model and shock.wave-calculations (Stöcker et al. [10] ) is visible in more detail in the energy region around 1 GeV N' ‚ where boUt models predict about the same order of magnitude. Under Ute simplified assumptions in this paper, Ute siope of Ute brems strahlung excitation function 1$ steeper.
Summary and conelusions
We have used Ute ciassical bremsstrahlung formallsm wiUt the assumptions:
(i) fle pion radiation field is a c.number field.
(ii) 'Ehe source of radiation is a ciassical time~dependent function.
(iii) Recoupling of radiation to Ute source can be neglected.
(iv) Pion-pion interaction is small. The source expression has been deduced from Ute pseudo scalar (or pseudovector) coupling Langrangian. lt contains spin and isospin densities.
'Ehe following physical model has been proposed for ex tended nuclei:
(i) The partiele density is proportional to a kinematically generalized magnetic form factor, based on an exponential type of nuclear density. For more realistic treatment a Fermi function type should be used.
(ii) Statistical considerations on Spin and isospin suggest that a nucleus with Ute mass nurnber A~possesses a "strong mag netic moment" A pg0 /2M; g0 is Ute strong coupling constant. We have summed over all pion charge states and averaged over ciassical spin directions.
(iii) The particle trajeetories in heavy ion coffision have been adjusted to results of shock wave caiculations (Stöcker et al. [10] ). As expected the order of magnitude of our resuits depends vew sensitively on the stopping tixne parameter. The colliding nuclei are assumed to move on a straight line, being stopped in a totally inelastic collision. 0v) A simple geometrical model for Ute dependence on Ute impact parameter has been chosen which differs from Ute con ventional head shock (fireball) model. At b = 0 all nueleons in both nuclei, projectile and target, take part in Ute reaction regardiess of Ute projectile's size.
This model is applicable in collisions of heavy ions in the energy region between 0.2 GeV N' to about 4 GeV N', depending on the stopping time rand on Ute choice of the form factor.
The radiated pions show a characteristic coileetive behaviour around the single nucleon threshold energy. ‚Ehe magnetic form factor causes a peaking of Ute emitted pions at vew forward angles due to Ute Lorentz-contraction of Ute projectile, i.e., the pions "follow" Ute motion of Ute projectile. If Ute flow pattern of nuclear matter during Ute couision is not longitudinal but three-dimensionai, as is indeed indicated by recent hydro dynamical calculations [27] , Ute angular distribution of Ute bremsstrahlung pions will reflect these features. Also, at larger angles oUter production mechanisms could become dominant.
We did not allow for: (i) Reabsorption effects in Ute nuclei.
(ii) Excitation of A-resonances.
(ffl) Possibffity of spin and isospin density fluctuations in space.
The reabsorption effects, in particular, can drastically change the measured pion spectra. The bremsstrahlung pions could even be caught inside Ute nucleus and be re-emitted after Utermalization.
‚Ehe discussion indicates Utat it might be difficult to see "pure" bremsstrahlung pions, as computed in this model. The best chance for a unique signature is to look at collisions of lighter systems at small laboratory angles, where Ute bremsstrah lung characteristics should be washed out Ute least. To compute pion production into large angles we ought to use Ute complete time-and spacial-dependence of Ute density of nuclear matter, as calculated in Ute hydrodynamical approach [27] . Together wiUt our assumption of a c-number pion field, Utis would then correspond to a nuclear hydrodynamics wiUt inclusion of a pionic "fluid". This will be Ute subject of future work.
